
World Domination
...and the Psychology of Recycling



If you could sneakily, subtly, trickily make 
people do anything you wanted them to…

what would you do?



RECYCLE, 
obviously. 



Recycling is a behavior.

Much like exercising or eating healthily, 

people often engage in this behavior less 

than they ‘should.’

According to a 2011 Ipsos Public Affairs 

survey, only half of adults recycle daily. 

Another third of respondents said they 

recycle less frequently than that, and a full 

13 percent revealed that they never recycle.

http://www.ipsos-na.com/news-polls/pressrelease.aspx?id=5285


13%
Admitted they NEVER recycle

And the true number is probably higher!



Who Cares?

If your current route and current equipment received higher volumes of high 
quality recyclables and lower percentages of contamination, what would happen?

So, how can we achieve this?    



HOW to achieve this comes from 
observing HOW people behave and 
understanding WHY.





The Four Types of Non Recyclers

● It’s not accessible
● I’m too busy
● I don’t know how to do it right
● It’s pointless so “I always forget”



The two types of recycling vampires

● Aspirational Recyclers

● I Don’t Carers



Predictable Irrationality

In the field of behavioral economics, human 
behaviors and biases are considered predictably 
irrational...meaning that while there may not be a 
great reason WHY we behave a certain way, we 
nevertheless continue to do so.



Moral Licensing
People use far more resources 

(wrapping paper, scrap paper, 

plastic cups, plastic packaging) 

when they know they are going 

to recycle.



Loss Aversion  



Nudge theory, a key component of behavioral economics, 
proposes positive reinforcement and indirect suggestions to 

try to achieve non-forced compliance to influence the 
motives, incentives and decision making of groups and 

individuals



Who Cares?



Once we understand the patterns of the predictably irrational behavior of the 
citizens we work with, we can design a message to nudge them 

(to do our bidding).  



So, what are 
the patterns?



Product Identification
Items that we view as part of us are more likely to 
be properly recycled than discarded. 

(such as items with our correctly spelled names, 
university logos, company identities or American 
flags ) 

Trashing these products can lower self-esteem. 

As might be expected, it feels bad to throw a piece 
of yourself in the trash, so people avoid it.



Distortion Bias
When an item is sufficiently distorted or 
changed in size or form, people perceive it 
as useless—as something without a future. 
So they throw it in the trash. 

Only about 65% of paper and 55 % of 
aluminum gets recycled, in part because it 
is ripped or crushed. 



Now What?
Using these principles in your message can make your outreach more effective.  

All programs need clear,repetitive education in different forms: fliers on bins, 

social media, articles in the paper, radio ads or interviews, television spots

Research shows that people need to be exposed to a new idea 

an average of 7 times before adopting it.



Things you 
Already 
Know

Penalties/Fines

Pay As You Throw

Simple Structural Design 

Convenience

Color Coding/Clear Signage

Different Shapes of Holes in Lids

Low Cost/Free service



The truth is, both NM and national 
recycling rates have been generally 

static for years.
We need to re-frame our message.



Nudges are slight 
adjustments that 
make a big 
impact. 



Game-ification
Invoke competition, rewards and 
recognition!

*Offer a point system

*Ask local businesses to donate prizes

*Encourage people to post pictures of their 
sorted recycling or other web engagement

*Turn your community into a Team with a 
specific goal to reach and share progress!



Game-ification 
Call your super star recyclers to thank them for their 
great work?

Put names in a raffle for tickets to the Balloon Fiesta 
or a state park pass or a year of free collections?  

Place a gold star sticker on carts that met/exceeded 
your standards? 

Give coupons for something from a local restaurant to 
all the cars at the drop off site on a given day?  



SMART Goals can frame your games!



Semantics
Words matter.  
What if, instead of labeling our bins RECYCLABLES and TRASH, we re-labeled them                                                        

 



Semantics
Focus on product identification: this is YOUR stuff, take care of it

Focus on community:  recycling is belonging, joining, helping, 
contributing!

Share what happens to recyclables with your community, help shift “how 
do I get rid of this” to “what could this become next?”

Forgive non-recyclers and let them know they can start small, today!

Use common language 

       (waste stream, contamination, HDPE and MRF are industry specific)



Gain-framed messaging
Rather than highlight the negative consequences of not recycling — what 

psychologists call a "loss-framed message" — emphasize the positive 

consequences of recycling — a "gain-framed message." 

 Succeeding in recycling would save the same amount of pollution?  (or tax dollars 

or create X products, etc.)

“And here’s how.”



YOUR SMART Goals



In Conclusion
We can nudge our constituents toward higher volumes of recycling with lower 
percentages of contamination, which does good for our planet and for our 
business.

Understanding our communities and the oddities of human behavior can help us 
frame our messages in a way that motivates change.  
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